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Abstract 
Ushijima, T., Computational aspect of linear water wave problem, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 38 (1991) 425-445. 
This paper presents selected topics from the author’s study on the linear water wave problem formulated by the 
theory of gravitational wave in the book of Stoker (1957). 
The outline of the theoretical results of the study is the following. The finite-element method applied to the 
linear initial-boundary value problem for the potential function of the velocity of water in a bounded region is 
analyzed. After the problem is formulated operator-theoretically, the approximation problems are investigated. 
Convergence properties and error estimates together with a stability criterion for the central difference 
full-discrete scheme are obtained. 
The analysis of stationary problem in the study is closely connected with the classical paper of Bramble and 
Osborn (1972). The paper emphasizes the points typically different from the finite-element treatment of the 
usual linear elliptic problem and corresponding linear evolution problem. The convergence property and the 
error estimate for the semi-discrete approximation problem, and the stability criterion of the full-discrete 
evolution problem are mainly discussed in the present paper. 
Keywords: Finite-element method, linear water wave problem, convergence, error estimates, stability criterion, 
central difference scheme. 
0. Introduction 
This paper is a product from the author’s study on the finite-element computation of the 
linear water wave problem formulated by the theory of gravitational wave in [13]. The study is 
done in these several years to aim the establishment of a sound way how to teach the numerical 
method to the university students of information mathematics. 
In this paper the finite-element method applied to the initial-boundary value problem for the 
potential function of the velocity of water in a bounded region is analyzed. After the problem is 
formulated operator-theoretically, approximation problems are investigated. An error estimate 
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for the semi-discrete approximation problem and a stability criterion for the central difference 
full-discrete scheme are obtained. 
The analysis of stationary problem in the study is closely connected with the classical paper of 
Bramble and Osborn [l] for the Steklov eigenvalue problem. Their result is reformulated 
operator-theoretically in Lemma 2 of this paper. Employing the technique developed in [5,6], we 
show the convergence property and the error estimate of the semi-discrete evolution problem in 
Theorem 1. To obtain a stability criterion of the full-discrete evolution problem, it is essential to 
estimate the magnitude of the maximum eigenvalue of the approximate eigenvalue problem. In 
Theorem 3 we show that the magnitude behaves 0( h-r) as a representative mesh length h of the 
finite-element triangulation tends to 0. Based on this fact, our stability criterion is shown in 
Theorem 4. Finally, we announce our result concerning the error estimate for the central-dif- 
ference full-discrete approximation of evolution problem as Theorem 5. 
There are substantial mathematical analyses of the finite-element method applied to second- 
order linear hyperbolic problems (see, e.g., [4,7,14-161). Macroscopically the present problem has 
the similar structure to the above problem. We, however, find some difficulties in applying 
standard methods (for example, the energy method and the semi-group method) to the present 
problem. This work removes the difficulties. 
We have already reported a result of numerical test in [18], which confirms the validity of 
Theorem 3. 
Full proofs of theorems cannot 
found in the author’s report [17]. 
be contained in this paper since they are too lengthy. They are 
1. Linear water wave problem 
When we analyze the motion of water in a vessel under the assumption of infinitesimal 
amplitude, we encounter the following linear initial-boundary value problem which is abbrevia- 
ted as (LWW) in this paper: 
on r,, 
! @(O, x, Y, 2) = @‘(x7 Y>Y on G, @JO, X, y, 2) = @‘(x2 Y), on G. 
Details of the derivation of (LWW) from the fundamental laws of the fluid dynamics are 
shown in [13, Chapter 11, for example. Explanation of notations in (LWW) is as follows. The 
open set D is either the region of water at rest in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space, or the cross 
section of this region when it is uniform in a vertical direction perpendicular to the considered 
cross section. The surface of the water at rest, and the rigid wall of the vessel in contact with the 
water at rest, are denoted by r. and r,, respectively (see Fig. 1). The scalar function @ is the 
potential function of the velocity of water. Its exterior normal derivative of @ at the boundary of 
52 is denoted by a@/an. The symbol g means the acceleration of the gravity. The scalar function 
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Fig. 1. Writer retion. 
F represents the additional external force per unit surface affecting the water surface, and 6 is 
the time derivative of F. It is noted that the vertical displacement of the water surface { is 
represented through the formula 
in this theory. 
The problem (LWW) is reduced to the following eigenvalue problem (E) if we seek the 
solution @ of (LWW) which is harmonic in time when the additional external force F is 
independent of the time variable t. Here we assume that @ takes the form 
@(t, x, y, z) = sintat) G(x, Y, z). 
[ -A+=O, in ti, 
a+ 
(E) %=A+, on r,, h= $, 
a+ 0 -= 
an ’ on r,. 
Let Ri” be the lower half space of Iw N defined by 
RI”= {x= (Xl, x* )..., xN): XN<O}. 
Denote the hyperplane with xN = 0 in RN by R r. 
Throughout the paper the water region 52 is assumed to be a bounded domain in W 1” (N = 2 
or 3) with Lipshitz continuous boundary r in the sense of [II]. The boundary portion r, is the 
intersection of r and IR:. Assume that r, is a bounded domain in Iw N- ’ with Lipshitz 
continuous boundary having positive (N - 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure m N_ *(r,). 
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Set 
x= L2(I-& Y = H”2(rO), V= H’(U). 
Define Hermitian bilinear forms a( U, u), b( IA, u), (( u, u)) and the norm 11 u 11 on the space V 
as follows: 
a(u, II) =/ VUVU dx, b(u, u) = 
J 
uU dT, 
0 r,, 
((% u>> = 4% 4 + b(u, 4 II u II = (+A w2. 
Let y0 be the trace operator form V into X. Operator y0 is completely continuous. The norm 
11 u 11 on V is equivalent to the original H’( a)-norm according to the positivity of the measure of 
r,. (For the proof, consult [ll, Chapitre 11, see also [17, Chapter 11.) Set 
V,= {uE V: u=Oon T,}. 
Let V, be the orthogonal complement of V, in the space V with respect to the inner product 
W 4). 
2. Evolution problem in L2(&) 
For any element @ of Y, there is a unique solution u of the following problem (H,), which 
belongs to VI: 
( 
a(u, u) =o, UE V,, 
(HA u= @, on G, 
24 E V. 
Define operator H E L( Y, V,) through the relation 
u=H@, 
where u is the solution of problem (H,). Operator H is an isomorphism from Y onto VI. Define 
the nonnegative Hermitian form a, acting in X with form domain Y by the following relation: 
a,(@, 9) =a(H@, H!P), @, %D(a,,) = Y. 
Denote the inner product and the norm of X by (@, ‘k) and I CD 1, respectively. Namely, we have 
Consulting [ll, Chapitre 13, we see that the form domain Y is dense in X, and that the form a, 
is closed in the sense defined in [9, Chapter 6, 51.3.1. 
Since the bilinear form a, is a densely defined, closed nonnegative Hermitian form, [9, 
Chapter 6, Theorems 2.1 and 2.231 assert that there exists uniquely the nonnegative self-adjoint 
operator A acting in X with the densely defined domain D(A), which satisfies the following 
properties: 
(A@, 9) =a,(@, !P), for @ED(A), *ED(a,), (24 
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(A’/*@, A’/**) = a,(@, !P), for @, !PkE O(A’/‘) = o(a,), 
D(A)={~~Y:ThereisaconstantCsuchthatIa,(~,~)I~CI‘kl 
is valid for any ?P E Y } . 
We see that 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
an element @ of X satisfies A@ = 0 if and only if @ is constant on r,. (24 
The complete continuity of operator y,, implies that 
(A + 1) -r is a completely continuous operator acting on X. (2.5) 
The spectrum u(A) of A consists of nonnegative eigenvalues A,,, n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , such that 
a(A)= {h,=O<h,<X,< ... -+ cc}, (2.6) 
where the multiple eigenvalues are repeatedly ordered according to their multiplicities. 
Now we back to (LWW). Hereafter c is denoted by \k. Suppose the existence of a smooth 
solution +(t, x, y, z) of (LWW), which is denoted by + below. Using integration by parts, we 
see that +(t) is the solution of the following problem (9) representing (LWW) in the weak 
formulation: 
Under the correspondence 
+=H@ and @=yo+, 
(9) is the same problem as the following problem (II). 
/ 
PoWt>, 0) = *k(t) - S(t), @j, i t>o, OE Y, 
m> W) E y, t>o, w% 0) = (@‘, O), OE Y, 
($(O), @) = (@“, O), OE Y. 
Due to (2.1)-(2.3) the first and second requirements in (II) yield that 
Q(t) E %4 
and 
gM(t) = \k(t) - $(I). 
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Hence the solution @ = Q(t) of (II) is the solution of the following evolution problem (ALWW): 
i 
d*@ 
(ALWW) 
z+gA@=q(t), t>o, 
Q(O) = a’, Z(O) = @O. 
We adopt this problem (ALWW) as the setting of a continuous problem whose approximation 
method should be investigated in this paper. 
Similarly, the eigenvalue problem (E) can be understood as the following eigenvalue problem 
(AE). 
(A E) 
i 
A@ = A@, 
{A, @> E R x (D(A) - (0)). 
Now we fix the complete orthonormal basis { @,: n = 0, 1, 2,. . . } of X associated with the 
operator A so as to satisfy the following conditions: 
A@,, = h/Da, (%Y @WI) = L (2.7) 
@o = ( mN-,(ro))-“‘. (2.8) 
Suppose the initial data @‘, i = 0, 1, and the inhomogeneous data ‘k(t) are expanded using the 
complete orthonormal system { @,,: n = 0, 1, 2,. . . } determined by (2.7) and (2.8) as follows: 
@‘= f a$&,, *k(t) = f b,(t)G$. 
n=O n=O 
Then for any @’ E X, i = 0, 1, and any X-valued continuous function ‘k(t), we can define an 
X-valued continuous function Q(t) through the formula (2.9) below; (the function Q(t) is said to 
be a generalized solution of (ALWW)): 
a,(t)=a’,+a,ot+ / oh - @o(s) ds, 
(2.9) 
sin(m(t--s))&(s) ds, n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Set 
x0= {@EX: (@, l)=O}. 
Let P” be the orthogonal projection from X onto X0. Then P” reduces A. Namely we have 
APO = P”APo. 
Denote APO by A’. Operator A0 is a positive definite self-adjoint operator acting in X0. 
3. Finite-element 
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approximation 
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Suppose there is given a finite-dimensional subspace I’, of V containing constant functions. 
Let X, be the image yO( V,). Regard X, as a Hilbert space with the inner product induced from 
the space X. The space X, is considered to be an approximation space of X. It is noted that 
x, c Y. 
Set 
I$, = v, n v, > 
and notice the orthogonal decomposition of the space V,: 
v, = v,, @ v,/l 
with respect to the inner product (( . , . )). 
Consider the following problem (HhQ,) which is the Galerkin-type approximation problem of 
(H,): 
I 
&h, u/J =O, Uh E F/oh, 
(HM,,) uh = @h, on r,, 
Uh E V,. 
There exists uniquely the solution uh of (Hh& for any !ljh E X,,. We have also the fact that 
uh E 6,. 
Now we can define operator Hh E L( X,, V,,) through the formula 
u,, = Ht,@/, > for QhEXh, 
where u,, is the solution of problem (Hh,r,). Operator Hh is an isomorphism from X, onto V,,. 
Define the nonnegative Hermitian form a,, defined on X, by the following relation: 
a&% \k,) =@%@h, K,\k,), for @h, ‘kh E xh. 
There exists uniquely the bounded self-adjoint operator A, acting on X, which satisfies 
(&@h, qh> =a,(@,, qh), for @h, qh E &. (3.1) 
Since we assumed that the constant function belongs to V,, we see that 
an element Qh of X,, satisfies A,@‘, = 0 if and only if Qh is constant on r,. (3.2) 
Since N,,, = dim X, is finite, the nonnegativity of A, together with (3.2) asserts that the 
spectrum a( A,,) of A, consists of nonnegative eigenvalues hhn, n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , Nlh - 1, such that 
(J(&)= {&,=O+,,<&,< ‘*’ b&&-l). (3.3) 
In (3.3) the multiple eigenvalues are repeatedly ordered according to their multiplicities. Now we 
fix an orthonormal basis { Qh,,: n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , Nlh - l} of X, associated with operator A, so as 
to satisfy the following conditions: 
Ah@hn = Ahn@hn 9 mvl~ @hm) = Lo (3.4) 
QhO = @cl = (m,_,(r,))~I”. (3.5) 
Set 
xh” = x, n x0. 
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Let Pi be the orthogonal projection from X onto Xf. Then Pj can be considered as the 
orthogonal projection from X, onto Xf, and reduces A,. Namely we have 
AhP; = P;A,,P;. 
Denote AhPj by AZ. Operator A: is a bounded positive definite self-adjoint operator acting on 
Xh”. 
Since H@, - Hh!I$ E V, for !Ph E X,, we have 
a(H@,, H@, -H,@,) = 0 
by definition of problem (H,) with Q, = Op,. By definition of a,, and a,, (3.6) yields 
a,(@,, @h) - a,(@,, @h) = a(&$‘, - H@,, &@ih -H@,). 
Hence it holds 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Therefore we have 
A,, 2 A, > 0 
from the following representations of A, and A,,: 
(34 
Through the weak formulation (9) of (LWW), the following Gale&in approximation problem 
( Ph) is naturally derived: 
Under the correspondence 
&, = HhQ$, and $, = yOGh, 
(~9’~) is the same problem as the following problem (lT h): 
/ 
bTk%w~ @k> = w - i t$w, @k)> t>o, O,EXh, 
ml> @h(t) E x,, 
t>o, 
(@h(O), 0 ) = (@‘, Ok), 0, E x,, 
($0). 0”) = (@)“, Ok), O,EXh. 
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Due to (3.1) the solution !Ijh = Qh( t) of (II,) is the solution of the following X,-valued 
second-order linear constant operator coefficient evolution problem (ALWW,), and vice versa: 
The data in (II,) correspond to those in (ALWW,) as follows: 
@L=Ph@, i=O, 1, ‘kh = P,‘k, 
where &, is the orthogonal projection from X onto X,. 
Let h be a fixed positive constant. Hereafter we consider a family of approximate problems 
(ALWW,) depending on the parameter h E (0, h]. To state the setting of problems more 
precisely, suppose there is given a family of finite-dimensional subspaces V, of V, { V,: 0 < h 6 h } .
Assume each V, contains constant functions. Then the notions of X,, &, i = 0, 1, _Hh, ah, A,, 
Xf are introduced as above. And we have the problem (ALWW,) for each h E (0, h]. 
As for the ability of the family { V,: 0 < h < h } concerning the approximation of V, the 
following two conditions (h-0) and (h-l) are considered in the subsequent sections; (let R, be the 
orthogonal projection from V onto V, with respect to the inner product ((u, u))): 
(h-0) ~ ,limOIIR,u-uII =O, UE V, 
(h-1) 
For any u E H2( a), there is an element uh E V, such that 11 u - uh II < Ch If u II Hlcaj, 
where C is independent of h and u. 
4. Convergence and error estimate for semi-discrete approximation problem 
Firstly we prepare the following spaces: 
v”= {UE v: b(u, l)=O}, vp = v, n v”, VP, = v,, n V’O. 
We see that Xf = yo( VA). 
Consider the following problem (G,“) in the weak formulation for a given a0 E X0: 
i 
a(u”, u) = 
J 
@‘V dT, u E V, 
(G@i’) quo, 1) = oG’ 
\ 24OE v. 
Then there exists uniquely the solution u” of (Ggo) for any Q” E X0. Let us define operator 
G E L( X0, VP) through the formula 
u” = GQz’, for @O E X0, 
where u” is the solution of problem (G@o). 
We say that the property (R) is satisfied if the following condition (R) holds: 
(R) G@‘~H~(tin), for @‘E YnX’. 
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If 1(2 is a convex polygon in the plane, the property (R) is satisfied. This fact is derived from [8, 
Theorems 1.5.2.8 and 3.2.1.31. The author owes this derivation to Watanabe [19]. 
Let Q(t) be the generalized solution of problem (ALWW), and let Qh(f) be the solution of 
(ALWW,) with data 
(@, @ho, q/J = (&@, 4P”, 4P), 
where @‘, Q” E X and 9(t) E C([O, cc): X). 
Theorem 1. (1) Assume condition (h-0). Let T be a finite positive constant. Then 
limI@(t)-Qh(t)l=O uniformlyintE[O,T]. 
h+O 
(2) Suppose that the property (E) is satisfied. Assume condition (h-l). Then there is a constant C 
independent of s E [0, 11, h E (0, h] and t E [0, co) such that 
1 @(t) - @h(t) 1 < Ch”*+‘(l + t) 
( 
I A’+“@’ 1 + I A1”*+‘QO I + tony, I A”*+‘*( 7) I), 
,. 
provided that the data (@‘, @O, ‘k(t)) satisfy the condition 
@ E D(A(1+i)/2+S), i = 1, 0, 
\k(t) E C([O, 00): D(A1’2+S)), 
where D (Al’*+‘) is considered as a Banach space with graph topology. 
Let 
Y0 = Y n x0. 
Following [lo, Chapter 1, Definition 2.11, domain D((A”)“-e’/2) can be regarded as the 
Hilbertian interpolation space [Y ‘, X0], for 0 E [0, 11. For s E [0, +], define the Hilbert space 
.%-%” by 
ZS = [ YO, xql_*,. 
The space _%?“S coincides with D((A’)“) with the inner product 
(a, !P),=(Qi, *)+(A”@, A”*), for @, ?PE.%‘, 0~s~:. 
Denote the anti-linear dual space of .!ZS by Z-” for s E [0, i]. Here we regard 9’ E So as an 
element of .S?-” according to the identification 
9’(@‘) = ( !P”, @“), for @O ES?‘. 
Consulting [1,2], we can obtain the following lemma, which is a key lemma to prove statement 
(2) of Theorem 1. (For the proof, see [17, Theorem 2.2.31.) 
Lemma 2. Suppose that the property (R) is satisfied. Assume condition (h-l). Let s and t be real 
numbers such that - $< s, t < :. Then operator {(A’)-’ - (AZ)-‘Pj}, defined on .Y”*, has the 
unique extension as a bounded operator from .FS to X-I, which satisfies 
ll(Ao)-1 - (A;)-‘P,o /I L(Is,Tlj < Chs-f+l, 
with a constant C independent of s, t E [ - i, 31 and h E (0, $1. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Introduce the following notations: 
x=x0, x,=x,“, SS?= gAO, &‘,, =gA;. 
By definition, 55’ coincides with X. We have an orthogonal decomposition 
X3@=a@,+P0@, aEQ=, 
which is represented as 
@=a@,++ 
in the sequel. As the h-version of the above representation, we adopt 
X, 3 Qh = ahQo + PfQh = ahCDo + &. 
For i = 0, 1, set 
$ = PO@‘, c$; = P/y; ) $;,7 = P$qT, 
and set 
+ h.r.m = PhO@h,vn) +h,m = p,o\k,.,,rn* 
Corresponding to these notations we use 
@‘=al@,++‘,..., 
etc. Due to (2.6) (3.3) and (3.8), 
&>,gX, >o 
and 
dh > gh, > 0. 
Incidentally we have 
o(&P)=.P, o&Y<+, 
algebraically and topologically. 
Define the following operators for t > 0: 
q t) = cos( t&3?“*), Y(t) = sin( td”*), s”(t) =.@‘9( t). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Corresponding to the orthogonal decomposition of @, decompose Q(t) and \zc( t) in problem 
(ALWW) as 
Q(t) = a(t)@, + G(t), \k(t) =b(t)@,+\C/(t). 
Introduce the following Svalued continuous function +(t) for t > 0: 
+(t) = %‘(t)c$ +9(t)+‘+ i’Y’(t - +J(r) dr. 
The function +(t) is the generalized solution of the following evolution problem ( SZ?): 
(se) 
$ +-Q% = 4(t), t z=- 0, 
440) = & a$“‘(O) = r#?. 
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Namely q(t) is the representation of the solution of (-Pe) through Duhamel’s formula. Repre- 
senting operators %‘(t) and y(t) with eigenfunctions @,,, n = 1, 2,. . . , we have the representa- 
tion of the generalized solution defined in (2.P). 
Define the h-version of the above operators, functions and problem as follows: 
%/Jt) = cos(t&8;‘2), Yh(t) = sin(t.&i12), gh(t) =.5z?;‘/2sin(t&j/2), 
@h(f) = %(Ml+ +,(t), %(t) = b,(t)% + kl(t). 
For data 
The function Gh(t) is the solution of the following initial-value problem ( .E?‘~) of an ordinary 
differential equation: 
Hereafter we only consider the case of the initial data of (ALWW,) selected as 
(CPA, @, ?PJ = (P&Jr, P#‘O, P$P). 
Then 
Q(t) - @h(t) = 44) -@h(t). 
Denote Pi by B,, which is regarded as the orthogonal projection from 3 onto .3Yh. Setting 
e:(t) = v(t)& - ~~(~)~Q$, e:(t) =9(t)+’ -P~(t)Ph~o, 
e,(t) = i’g(, - r)+(r) d7 - l’$h(’ - ~)S,\c,(7) dr, 
we have 
Then 
,et(t) = r&(t) + w;(t). 
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We see that wL( t) is the solution of problem ( dt,) with data 
(& +k #,) = (~&G’~,-~~‘)~~, 0, fhl). 
Hence it is represented as follows: 
w;(t) = %,,(t)w;(O) - jg%,& - r)LJ$,$(r) d7. 
Through integration by parts we obtain 
w w;(t) = %&)~P,w,'(0) - ~k’h(t-r)9’h$+) dr. 
Lemma 2 implies that there is a constant C such that 
I( &-’ -.~@‘;~9&,/ < Ch”‘+’ 1 .s?-~‘~+‘+ 1, 
SE [0, 11, he(0, h], c#~D(d-“~+~). 
Hence it holds for $? E D( d2) that 
Iw;(O)l =~.GPh(~~‘9’h-.K1)&‘+r~ < Ch1’2+sId1’2+s+’ I. 
Further we have 
I I 
$) =I( .a?-’ -.B?+$~‘(~)J&‘~‘~c$~ < Ch1’2+s@?1+Sc$ I. 
Using these two estimates, bounding the right-hand side of (W,!,), we obtain 
Iw;(t) 1 < Ch1’2+s ( I d1’2+sf#l I +t I d”%#i I). 
On the other hand, 
1 u;(t) ) < Ch”“+’ I ~@‘~+‘c$ 1. 
Since (4.1) implies 
II 2s1’2 II L(F) G --L 
hz’ 
we have for +’ E D( d2), 
(E7h) I&) I < Clh”2+“(1 + t) I dl+sc$’ I. 
Since D(d2) is dense in D(zz”+” ) for any s E [0, 11, (EL) holds for any +r E D( sP’+“), 
O<s<l. 
By a similar technique as above, we have for +’ E D( XZ”/~+~), 
(Ei) lei(t) ( G COh1’2+s(1 + t) I d1/2+s+o I. 
Based on (Ei), we have for G(t) E C([O, cc): D(.Jz?‘/~+‘)), 
(Eh) I e,(t) I G Cob ‘12+‘(1 + t)t max 1 .R~~‘~+~~(T) I. 
0<7<1 
Estimates (Ei), (EE) and (Et,) yield conclusion (2). 
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Condition (h-0) implies that 
If we modify above steps to conclusion (2) appropriately using this convergence property, 
conclusion (1) follows. 0 
5. Stability criterion for central difference full-discrete approximation problem 
We consider the following central difference full-discrete approximation problem (ALWW,,,): 
Here and hereafter we use frequently the notational convention 
(I, m, n) = (m- 1, m, m+ 1) 
and 
For simplicity of consideration, we adopt the finite-element space I’, which is generated by 
Lagrangian interpolation polynomials on each element simplex. More precisely, we require the 
following two assumptions (a) and (T): 
(Q) ti is a polygon if N = 2, and a polyhedron if N = 3 ; 
there is given a family { .7h : 0 < h < ?z } of simplicial decomposition of 52 
(T) which is regular and satisfies an inverse condition in the sense described 
in [3, p.1471. 
The suffix h means the representative length of the diameter h, of simplices T belonging to 
Yh. Actually we impose 
h,<h, for TE.Y~. 
Fix k E N. Let Pk be the totality of polynomials of N variables with degree at most k. Set 
I$= {U,EC@): U,]+Pk,vTE~h}. 
Then the family of spaces {V,: 0 < h < h} satisfies condition (h-l) (see [3, Chapter 31). 
Theorem 3. In the above setting, there is a positive constant cu independent of h such that 
where A, is defined by (3.1). 
Proof. Set 
N,=dim V,, Nlh = dim x, , NOh = Nh - Nlh. 
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Fix a basis { wI: 1 <j < Nh} of V, with the property that the set { aj = YO( wj+x,,): 1 Gj G Nrh} 
forms a basis of X,. Introduce the discrete representation K of -A associated to the basis 
{ w,: 1 <j < Nh } in the following way: 
K= Cai,j)l<r.j-cN = 
i 
a0 a: > &h 
. h (yl 
a2 1 > N,h 
-- 
%I NItI 
a;,, = a(Wj, W;), l<i, j<N,, 
where a: is the Hermitian conjugate of q. An element !Dh E X, is represented as 
NM 
Qh= c @(N,,+j)cJi, with@(N,,+j)EQ:. 
j=l 
Set 
N,h 
+h = c @( NOh +j> wNo,,+J. 
;=1 
Then we have 
YObh) = @h. 
Corresponding to +h) introduce 
@= (@(j)>)14jcNh, with@(j)=Oforl<j<N,,, 
and 
@I = (@(Nob +j))jgj<N,,,. 
Then we have 
@,@,, @h)X= @@I, @l)cNW 
where 
A =(Y~-(T,&-~~,? 
Since (1l0 1 is positive definite, 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
Therefore we have 
Condition (T) implies that there is a constant PO independent of h E (0, h] and +h E V, such that 
PO 
II 06, II P(9) G h 11 4h II ~~(0)~ for +h E K? h E coy %I. 
Finally there exists a positive constant PI independent of h E (0, h] such that 
11 +h &a) G Plh 1 @h I&p 
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for @,, E X, and $Q, E V, with the relations (5.1) and (5.2) (for the proof, see [17, Theorem 3.1.11). 
Hence we have the conclusion with 
Theorem 4. Suppose assumptions (St) and (T). Let { V,: 0 < h < h} be the family of finite-element 
spaces defined in the beginning of this section. Fix a real number y such that 0 < y < 1. For any 
h E (0, h], choosing 7 > 0 so as to satisfy 
construct the solution @h,7 ,,,, m = 0, 1, 2,. . . , of problem (ALWW,,.). Set 
@ h.r.m = ah,&& + Gh.7.m > 
@A,,=ai,,@0++i,7, i=O, 1, 
9 h.r.m = b h,vn% + ~h,vw 
Then we have for n = 2, 3,. . . , 
and 
j=O 
Proof. To see the essential point of the proof of Theorem 4, firstly we consider the central 
difference scheme applied to the scalar equation of simple harmonic motion with angular 
frequency w, w > 0. Let 
L= $ +w2, L7=D++ti2. 
Then the considered continuous problem (e) and the discrete problem (e,) are written in the 
following fashion: 
[La(t) = b(t), t > 0, 
(4 
i a(0) = al, $a(O) = a’, 
L,a,=b,,,, m=l,2,3 ,..., 
a,=al,, D7ao = a,“. 
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In the above, ui, a’, ai, and a: are given initial data, b(t) and {b,,,: m = 1, 2,. . . } are given 
inhomogeneous data, and a(t) and { a,: m = 0, 1, 2,. . . } are quantities to be determined. 
Suppose 7 satisfies 
(szu) 0 < rw < 2y, 
where y is a constant satisfying 0 < y < 1. 
Let 
w,= a sin-‘(+). 
Define 
c,(t) = cos(w,t), s,(t) = sin(w,t), 
FJt) = &(I) = c,(t) + :7W2S;(f). 
Let 
a, = ~J+z’,+s;(nr)a~ + k TT((n -j)7)biT, n =2, 3,.... 
j=l 
a, = a; + ru,o, U,=Ul,. 
. Then {a,. m = 0, 1, 2, _ . . } is the unique solution of (e,). We have 
(5.3) 
Hereafter we employ the notations introduced in the beginning of the pro?f of Theorem 1. 
Consider the following initial-value problem ( A$~,.) of the ordinary difference equation: 
(&& 
i 
;;&~,&~~;;m=“,-~ m=1,2,..., 
37, 7 h,7,0 h,r* 
For w E (0, 2/7), let 
07(w) = $ sin-‘(iTa). 
Define c,(t, A) and s7( t, A) through 
(5 04) 
and 
%(& A) = 
sin( to,( Xl’)), X > 0, 
0, x < 0, 
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respectively. With the aid of the spectral representation of _01h, we define operators %‘h .(I), 
%.A0 as 
%.Jf) = c7( c, J@2), 6,,(t) = &( 1, d/?‘). 
Further we define 
$_(t) = (1 - (f7)2~~)-“2-“;11/2~~,~(t), %&> = %.Jf) + :=&%&)7 
where 7 is assumed to satisfy condition (S,,). Theorem 3 implies 
II(&)‘& II L(!E,iz,,) G (tT)‘y G Y < 1. 
Hence the definitions of p&(t) and @h,7(f) make sense. Using the representation 
N,,,-1 
we have 
N,,-l 
%&)Gh = c J=l cos(t%(@J)c& @h/Phj? 
and so on. 
Now the results for (e,) are transformed to problem (&,,,7). Let the data (G’,,,, 4&, 
{ 4QwiAn=1,2.3 ,__. ) be given in %,,. Corresponding to (5.3), define 
Then { G,,~,,,: m = 0, 1, 2,. . . } is the unique solution of problem ( dh,,). 
Corresponding to (5.4), we have for &, E %h, 
(5 -6) 
Since ah,T,n is the solution of (e,) with 
( w, al,, a f? &) = (O? ai,T? aho,7? bh,T,m)? 
we have the representation of ah,7,n in the statement of Theorem 4. The _?Xh-valued sequence 
{ (Ph.7.m: m = 0, 1, 2,. . . } is the solution of ( .&‘,,,7). Hence (5.5) and (5.6) yield the estimate for 
+ h.7,n in the statement of Theorem 4. 0 
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Now we announce our result concerning the error estimate for the solution of the central 
difference full-discrete problem. Introduce the following condition (D,) to be imposed on the 
data (a’, @O, ‘k) of problem (ALWW), where s is a nonnegative real number: 
I 
@‘E &4l+(V*)+s), j = I,(), 
(Q) 
*k(t) E c*([o, 4, x>, 
\k(“(O) E D(A(‘-‘)/2+s), i = 1, 0, 
*k(t), Y!‘*‘(t) E I&4”), t> 0. 
For the data (@I, @‘, !P) satisfying condition (D,), define 
E@: S) = 5 I/jl+(‘/*)+s @’ 1 + 5 1 ~(‘-‘v*+yr”‘(()) 1 
r=O i=o 
+ ornmt I A”@(r) I + oryx, I A”W( Y) I. 
. . . . 
Theorem 5. Suppose that the property (R) is satisfied. Let Q(t) be the so&ion of problem 
(ALWW) with the data (@‘, @O, ‘k) satisfying condition (D,) for a fixed s E [0, +]. Assume the 
same setting for the family of problems (ALWW,,,) and their solutions cD~,,,~ as in Theorem 4. 
Then there are constants S and F, independent of h, y, s, 7 and the data of (ALWW) and 
(ALWW,,,), with the property that for n = 2, 3,. . . , 
I @(d - @h.T.rl I 
< (l+ n7) h’+“-S-E(n7 : s) + T*- 
i 
*E(n7 : 0) + R,,, + r,,,, 
where 
r 7.n = I dnT) - uh,7,n 1) 
a(t) = u’ + ta” + 
J 
or(f - T)b(r) dr 
ui= (CD’, Qo), i= l,O, b(t) = (‘k(t), @,), 
and ah.T,n are determined in Theorem 4. 
Outline of the proof. We employ the notations +, +’ and J/ introduced in the proof of Theorem 1, 
and 
@ h.r.m = ah,7.m@0 + +h,7.m. 
(5 -7) 
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Let +(t) be the solution of (&‘) with data ($‘, Go”, #). Let &(f) be the solution of ( .G.@,,) with 
data (+\, $i, #h) = (P&l’, P,+‘“, Ph$). Let { $Q~,*: m = 0, 1, 2,. . . } b,e the solution of ( .z?‘~,.) 
with data (&,, G:,~, 4 h,7,m). Introduce an intertwining solution { $Q,~,~: m = 0, 1, 2,. . . } of 
( &‘h,7) which is obtained by the replacement of data (&,, $&, $h,7,m) with (P,$, P,$’ 
+ &-( --pP,P&’ + Ph$(0)), Ph$( mr)). Then 
@(nr> - @h&R = @i(nr> - +,(nr) + G&T) - 6h,T$ + 6+ - @h,T,n 
= (+(nr> -+&TN + (8&r) - (Ph,r,n) 
+ (6h,7,n - +h,7.n) + G+r) - %,n)@o 
= I + II + III + IV. 
Considering further the estimate for eh( t) given in the proof of Theorem 1, we have the following 
estimate (for the proof, see [17, Proposition 3.3.11): 
]I] <(l+t)h’+“+E(t:s). 
We can show the following estimate (for the proof, see [17, Proposition 3.3.41): 
1111 < (1 +n7)r2* 
& 
2 Y!z(nr:o). 
Theorem 4 implies 
]I11 I q R,,,, and ]IV I = T-~,~. 
Above four estimates give the conclusion of Theorem 5. We note that one of the essential points 
in order to obtain estimate (5.7) is to have a suitable estimate, corresponding to (5.7), of the 
difference between the solution of problem (e) and that of problem (e,), where problem (e) and 
(e,) are introduced in the proof of Theorem 4. 0 
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